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Biology Mult iple-Choice Problem Solving
=
Problem Development.
Ranking of Problems by Bloom’s Level. 
Administration of Problems to Students.
Written Think-Alouds.
=Problem number Exam number
Description (*indicates problems  
with visual representations)
Preliminary Bloom’s 
ranking
Faculty consensus 
Bloom’s ranking
Biology Mult iple-Choice Problem Solving
Qualitative Analyses of Students’ Written Think-alouds.
Phase 1: Establishing Categories of Student Problem-  
Solving Procedures.
Phase 2: Assigning Student Problem-Solving Procedures to 
Categories.
Phase 3: Aligning Categories with Our Theoretical Frame-
work.
Quantitative Analyses of Students’ Written Think-Alouds.
Domain-General Procedures.
Biology Mult iple-Choice Problem Solving
Hybrid Procedures.
Domain-Speci c Procedures.
Problem-solving procedures Description: this category refers to parts of the written think-aloud in which students …
Problem-solving errors
Description: this category refers to parts of the 
written think-aloud in which the student … Example quotes
Biology Mult iple-Choice Problem Solving
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Part A
Problem-solving procedures Written think-aloud—Emily
Part B
Problem-solving procedures Written think-aloud—Brian
Part C
Problem-solving procedures Written think-aloud—Jessica
→
→
==
= =
Part A. Domain-general and hybrid procedures
Analyzing domain- 
general visual 
representations Clarifying
Comparing 
language of 
options Correcting Delaying
Comparing 
correctness of 
options Recognizing Total
=
=
Part B. Domain-speci c procedures
Adding  
information
Analyzing domain- 
speci c visual 
representations Asking a question Checking Predicting Recalling Total
=
=
Part A. Domain-general errors
Contradicting Disregarding Evidence Misreading Opinion Based Judgment Total
=
=
Part B. Domain-speci c errors
Making incorrect assumptions Misunderstanding content Total
=
=
Biology Mult iple-Choice Problem Solving
=
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